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l. BACKGROUND TO THE PROBtEl,t

In 1978, the Declaration of Alma - Ata was signed with 134 countries as signatories. The

Declaration included a specific clause on the training of health personnel: "Primary health care

...relies, at the local and referral levels, on health workers...suitably trained - socially and technically

- to work as a health team and to respond to the expressed health needs ofthe community" ( WHO

/ LINICEF, 1978, para viii ).

In examining the intemational and local literature, it is apparent that medical educators have for a

long time recognised some ofthe shortcomings in the training of medical doctors. In 1988 the

world's leading medical educators met in Edinburgh to examine, on a global scale, issues in medical

curricula. The outcome of these deliberations was the Edinburgh Declaration of 1988, which in its

preamble states :

"Thousands suffer and die every day from diseases which are preventable, curable or self -

fficted, and millions have no ready access to health care of any kind. These defects have been

identified for a long time, but efforts to introduce greater social awareness into medical schools

have not been notably successful. Many improvements can be achieved by actions within the

medical school itself, for example to . Complement instruction about the management of patients

with increased emphasis on promotion of health and prevention of disease " ( Edinburgh

Declaration, 1988, pp 8). Furthermore, the Declaration proposed 12 reforms in medical educatiorq

ofwhich competency - based learning is an integral component.
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The area of human resource development in South Africa is at a critical stage. In October 1995 the

National Minister ofEducation, Mnister Sibusiso Bengu, appointed a Committee for

Development Work on the National Qualifications Framework ( NQF ) The NQF is defined as a

framework for providing lifelong learning opporhrnities utilising nationally recognised levels. The

main brief of the committee was to formulate proposals which will serve as guidelines on

developing a curriculum framework which will underpin the NQF ( Report of the Ministerial

Committee for Development Work on the NQF, Februry 1996 ). The NQF essentially involves

outcomes - based education and training, where curriculum developers work backwards from

agreed desired outcomes and clearly state what the learner should be able to demonstrate an

understanding oe and show an ability to apply appropriately. Competence, as defined by the NQF,

involves the integration of a number of specific outcomes. Furthermore the National Commission

on Higher Education endorses the role of a National Qualifications Framework of higher education

in the health sciences ( A Future Organisational and Financial Model for the Health Sciences -

National Commission on Higher Educatioq Task Group Five, Working Document, April 1996 ).

ln this study we have used a more precise definition of competence to be the "...attributes

necessary for job performance to the appropriate standards" ( NOOS& 1993;5 ) The "attributes"

as used in this study include the knowledge, skills and attitudes required to perform a task or

function to a required standard.

Another important aspect to consider when examining the area of competencies is that the

Department ofHealth ( DOH ) in South Africa is actively engaged in restructuring the health

system of this country in order to redress the social and economic injustices of the past.
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The DOH aims to do this tkough the establishment of district health systems, which will become

the smallest functioning unit ofthe health system in South Africa.

It is envisaged that a district will provide comprehensive health care through clinics, community

health centres, community hospitals and community - based prografiImes. This will be provided

within certain geographical boundaries ( A Policy for the Development of a District Health Systenr,

1995 ). Although the district health system is not yet in place, adequate preparations need to be

made for its implementation. This must also include an examination ofthe training needs.

Recent assessments of the human resource capacity in the health sector in South Africa have

highlighted the inappropriateness of training provided by training institutions for meeting the senrice

imperatives of the National Health System ( National Assembly Portfolio Committee on Health

Report on Vocational Training October 1996;Health Care Personnel Audit, October 1996; Final

Draft National Human Resource Development Policy, 1996 ). In the health arena in South Africa,

the tnterimNational Medical and Dental Council of South Africa ( INMDC ) has proposed a two

year vocational training period for medical graduates upon completion of their course. This

proposal has subsequently been withdrawn and has been replaced by a proposal from the Minister

ofHealth for a one year period of community service upon completion of the internship period.

However, neither ofthese two proposals have been based upon an objective assessment of

competencies that medical graduates ought to display at the end of their training period.

in February 1995, the Westem Cape Provincial Ministry of Health published a Provincial Health

PlarL which aims to restructure health care delivery in this province. The integration of health and

4
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development in this province will be characterised by, amongst others, "its provision for human

resource advancement and development while being responsive to the need for historical redress"

( Draft Provincial Health PlarL 1995 pp iv )

The Plan goes further to state that "the overwhelrning proportion of undergraduate training at the

two Western Cape medical schools is hospital - based ( third level hospitals ) and much ofit is

provided by sub - specialists" ( pp 183 ). At the same time, and in contrast to the hospital - based

undergraduate training, the Plan notes that the "disease patterns of the Western Cape are a

manifestation of a combination of the worst consequences of poverty, social instability and

industrialisation' ( pp i ) The establishment of the district health system will require staffwith the

skills and knowledge to perform a range oftasks and functions as part of a multi - disciplinary

health team. Although the district health system is not yet in place, adequate preparations need to

be done for its implementation. This must also include an examination ofthe training needs.

The purpose of this study therefore, is to provide an analysis of the appropriateness of the exit

competencies of doctors who have completed their basic training for the implementation ofthe

National Health System at district level.
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2. TITERATURE REVIEW

Before examining the issue of competency - based issues in the medical curriculunr, it would be

useful to look at various models of medical education. These range from the more traditional eg.

subjea - centred curriculum to to the more innovative such as the 'spices model'.

MODELS OF MEDICAL EDUCATION

l. Subjecl - Centred Curriculum

This is the most wide - spread model for medical education. Generally this includes 2 - 4 years

of didactic instruction in basic and pre -clinical science; followed by several years instruction in

the clinical disciplines. Scientific fact and theory form a large part of the medical course,

together with instruction in research methodology. Contact with patients occurs only after

proficiency in these basic sciences is demonstrated. The subject - centred curriculum can best

be demonstrated by figure I described below , with verticalisation of subjects within the

curriculum.

Problems that can be encountered with this approach include: it emphasises factual knowledge

of independent medical speciality areas, patient contact occurs without direct responsibility for

patient care, and there is an unbalanced focus on human disease and pathology instead of a

more comprehensive view of the humanistic aspects of illness.

6
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FIG I

In looking at curricular responses to these issues, according to Cox, separate departments of

community medicine have often been created at medical schools which has compounded, rather

than addressing the problems with medical education. These departments of community health then

have to compete for curriculum time and space within the separate worlds of academiE the health

care system and the needs of the communiry ( Con 1984 ).

2. The lnlegroled Curriculum

This model attempts to fuse independent disciplines into a more unified whole. Development

of this model is based on the assumption that medical learning and teaching have greater

perceived relevance when didactic courses and clinical experience are brought together.

This fusion of elements of the medical curriculum into a conceptually meaningful structure

provides a more appropriate context for learning about medicine and can be represented by

fig. 2 below.
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FIG 2

3. Mulliprofessionol Educolion

The concept of multiprofessional education recognises that health care is performed by a team

of providers drawn from dififferent disciplines. These providers usually belong to a wide range

of health related vocations and tkough the sharing of a common core of learning experiences,

the graduate receives a more holistic and comprehensive education.
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Multiprofessional education often uses a problem - solving approach, with the emphasis on

being able to demonstrate an acquired competence. The skills that are required must relate to

congruence of objectives, thus optimising efficiency and effectiveness. The ultimate objective

is to develop skills in health care providers that would enable them to deliver comprehensive

health care.

For multiprofessional education to be effective, it has to relate to the pertinent health problems

of the community and should therefore be mostly community - based. This is a radical shift

away from the prevailing situation at most medical schools, wherein most of the training of

health professionals revolves around a predefined and predesignated institutional framework

( Bajaj, 1994).

4. Portfolio - Bosed leorning

The term portfolio - based learning, derived from the arts, has come to mean the collection of

evidence that learning has taken place. This means the accumulation of a variety of materials

that illustrate professional growth of the student. Some of these can include . written accounts

of interactions with patients ( case studies ), critical reviews of articles read , teaching sessions

attended, video clips, personal reflections in the form of a diary etc. This type of learning is a

more mature approach and uses different teaching methods to enhance professional growth

This method could also be used as a means of assessing competence in students.

( Snadden et al, 1996 ).
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5. The Spices Model

In looking at general principles guiding the medical curriculunr, the SPICES model proposed by

Harden, Sowden and Dunn, is an informative and innovative approach

Six education strategies have been identified relating to the curriculum in a medical school. Each of

the six education issues can be represented diagrammatically. Each issue is presented as a spectrum

between two extremes and can be presented schematically as follows:

Student - centred Teacher - centred

Problem - based Information - gathering

Integrated - based

Community - based ------Hospital - based

Electives -------------Standard - progranlme

Systematic ------Apprenticeship - based

The newer innovative medical schools are mostly to the left of the model whilst the more traditional

schools are to the right ofthe spectrum. The concepts embodied in the SPICES model take

cognisance of the changing needs of society and ensures that the fledgling doctor is capable of

dealing with these changing needs ( Harden et aI, 1984 ) .
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6. Compelency - Bosed Cuniculum

A curriculum based upon competencies is organised around knowledge and skills required for

the practice of medicine in a specified setting. According to the WHO document on

competency - based curriculum , it is grounded in the principle that students at medical

schools, when given appropriate instruction, can master the basic prescribed performance

objectives.

"The intended output of a competency - based programme is a health professional who can

practise medicine at a defined level of proficiency, in accord with local conditions, to meet

local needs" ( McChagie et al, 1978 ) These competencies include a broad range of

knowledge, attitudes and skills which the medical graduate must acquire in order to provide

health care at a defined level ofproficiency.

INTERTINKING MEDICAT PRACTICE AND MEDICAL EDUCATION

In order to produce doctors for today's world, the relationship between medical practice and

medical education needs to be reviewed. The traditional 'binomial' model of medical practice -

medical education, has limitations in that it assumes a linear relationship between an

educational intervention and an effect on the learner's behaviour. This is often not the case, as

in many instances graduates do not demonstrate mastery of all the skills that health authorities

and health care consumers expect. There is not always a linear relationship between an

educational intervention and an effect on the learner's behaviour

l1
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Charles Boelen of the WHO in Geneva, proposes a new definition of medical education : "It is

the art and science of (l)preparing future medical graduates to function properly in society and

(2) influencing the environment in which these graduates will work, to the greatest satisfaction

of the health consumers, the health authorities and the graduates themselves" ( Boelen, 1994 )

Furthermore the author identifies 5 functions that the medical practitioner will have to play in

our changing society:

* Assess and improve the quality of care by responding to the patients' total health needs with

integrated preventive, curative and rehabilitative services.

+ Make optimal use of new technologies, bearing in mind ethical and financial considerations

and the ultimate benefit of the consumer.

* Promote healthy lifestyles by means of communication skills and the empowerment of

individuals and groups for their own health protection.

* Strike a balance between patient's expectations and those of society atlarge.

* Work effrciently in teams both within the health sector and intersectorally.

It is imperative that these functions of the medical practitioner serve as a link between medical

education and medical practice and that these are not divorced from the environment in which

medical graduates practise.

ln the process of redefining what he believes medical education to be, the author has identified basic

functions or competencies which he believes medical graduates ought to demonstrate a mastery of
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COMPETENCY. - ORIENTED MEDICAT EDUCATION

In examining competency - based issues in medical curricul4 it would be useful to firstly have a

look at the general medical curriculum. The European Union directives (EEUl75l362,EEUl

75l363,EEUl93ll6 ) outline the competencies for the medical course which students must achieve

in 5500 hours, or 6 years ( Garcia - Barbero, 1995 ). This is seen in many countries as a framework

for future achievements during which students must acquire : an adequate knowledge ofthe

sciences on which medicine is based; the scientific method; a sufficient understanding ofthe

structure, functiorL and behaviour of both healthy and sick persons; physical and social

surroundings; an adequate knowledge of clinical disciplines, prophyla,xis, diagnosis and therapy; and

suitable clinical experience in hospitals.

The Directives do not however define expressions such as'adequate knowledge', 'sufficient

understanding', 'suitable ctinical experience' They do however, further specry an exhaustive

course content for the medical curricula which should include:

support sciences ( physics, biomathematics, general biology, embryology ), human morphology,

molecular biology, functional human biology, cellular and molecular pathology, behavioural

sciences, introduction to clinical methodology, laboratory diagnostic pathology, image diagnosis,

preventive medicine & public healttU system pathology & human illness ( integrated approach

between internal medicine and surgery ), clinical pharmacology and therapeutics, paediatrics

including physical and psychological development, gynaecology, obstetrics and reproduction,
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medical and surgical specialities, health and illness ofthe human mind, clinical trials and community

medicine. Mechanisms are also identified which allow students to specialise in any one ofthe above

areas.

Furthermore, the Edinburgh Conference also highlighted the importance of a social dimension and

community / public health approach to the training of medical doctors and indeed all medical

personnel. Since the Edinburgh Declaration, the World Federation for Medical Education

( WFME ) has embarked upon numerous global attempts to refine the concepts expressed therein;

an example being the Global Cunicula Programme, which is reviewing all zubjeas being taught in

the medical curriculum. This is carried out in conjunction with the international specialist bodies

( WEME, 1993 ).

Changes in health care systems often force health professionals to perficrm new tasks; which include

meeting community health needs, promoting health considering socio - culturd differences,

adjusting to new situations, solving problems, working in teams, and using managerial skills. There

needs to be a dynamic link between these changes in the health care system and the continuous

development of medical curricula.

In a study by Walker in the United KingdorL seventy five students at the end of their final year,

responded to a postal questionnaire designed to assess their views on their medical curriculum. A

Lickert - rype rating scale was used which required the respondent to indicate his / her opinion by

circling one of the following - "strongly agree","agred', "disagree" or "strongly disagree".
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With respect to the curriculum itself, 66 o/o of respondents believed that the scientific aspects of

medicine, as opposed to the human ones, had been over - emphasized. The breadth of the

curriculum was also questioned by a number of respondents;just over a third considered that the

curriculum offered too restricted an education for the modern doctor

This study also assessed staffattitudes. It was felt by 5l % that staffwho taught medical students

had not been sufficiently interested in staff- student relationships. Furthermore, 45 Yo felt that staff

had been insufficiently accessible for advice and guidance on clinical and academic teaching matters

( Walker et al, l98l )

At Nottingham Medical School in the United Kingdorn, medical students all complete an honours

Bachelor ofMedical Sciences degree. Questionnaires were sent to all students who had completed

the honours year in community health since the first group n 1973. A four - page anonymous

questionnaire was used, including structured and open questions. Using this methodology, the

authors were able to show that the majority of students were positively attracted to Nottingharn by

both the honours programme and the community emphasis ( Elwood et al, 1986 ). Students also

thought that the honours programme was very valuable and that it affected their skills and attitudes.

With regard to skills gained during the honours prografirme, the most frequently mentioned was

skills in research methods and improvements in intelpersonal skills.
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MEIHODS OF.ASSESSING COMPETENCE

The following section examines various methods that are used to assess competence and draws on

the WHO document "Competency - Based Curriculum Development in Medical Education"

( MacCaghie et al, 1978 ).

l. Self - Reports

Self - reports are the most direct way to collect functional data as it involves physicians in the

analysis oftheir own perflormance. The simplest is a daily narrative diary, which can provide

enlightenment about problems, opportunities, fiustrations and achievements. However, for

analytical purposes it is much easier to ask a practitioner to complete some standard form after each

encounter with a patient over a fixed time period.

2. Observqlion

This usually provides more reliable data than self - reports an involves using trained observers and

an observational guide and checklist. While the presence of an observer may have some influence

upon a practitioner's behaviour, the gain in reliability of what is described is probably worth the

small potential loss in validity.
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3. Criticol lncidents

This is where qualified individuals are asked to describe incidents of medical care which they have

observed and judged to reflect superior or poor performance. The judgement requested is of the

incident not of the individual. Each description includes the setting in which the event took place,

exactly what occurred, an account of the outcome, and why it was judged to be effeaive or

ineffective. As the number of individually described incidents grows larger they begin to fall into

clusters and a detailed description of competence begins to emerge.

4. Experl Judgemenl

The judgement of experts is often employed as the principal mechanism for identifying professional

behaviour towards which educational programmes are aimed. This usually involves authoritative

statements by acknowledged medical leaders, from carefully or casually designed opinion polls, or

from systematic surveys of the professional literature. The final determination of what a competent

doctor must know, the skills to be acquired and the desired professional attitudes and values come

chiefly from the teaching staff One of the methods that can be employed is the use of a structured

or semi - structured questionnaire which seeks to elicit responses from these experts. Focus goup

discussions or individual interviews can also be held. Performance qualities are usually identified

earlier through discussion and a literature review. Respondents are then asked to judge the relative

importance of these previously identified competences, and based upon these conclusions are then

made for inclusion or exclusion into medical curricula. In seeking a more precise definition of

competence, one could also make use of medical students as well as health service consumers.
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THE INTERNATIONAL LITERATURE ON SPECIFIC COMPETENCIES

The competencies of health workers are influenced by many factors, such as: the socio -

political and economic climate of the country, practice setting, types of patients and types of

health problems and the availability of resources. In assessing competencies of medical

graduates, ratings by clinical supervisors using prepared rating scales have been widely used to

evaluate intern performance. Rating scales still remain one of the most practical ways of

obtaining assessments and providing feedback to junior doctors ( Rolfe et al, 1995 ).

The competencies identified by Adjou - Moumouni that graduates in the developing nations in

Africa for example must achieve, are very different from their counterparts in Europe. Of the

13 competencies identified by Adjou - Moumouni, only 3 involve the diagnosis and treatment

of particular complaints in individual patients ( McCaghie et al , 1978 ). These competencies,

note that the physician graduate should be able to:

o Detect the major communicable diseases in a community, treat individuals or groups

affected by these diseases.

o Recommend or orgaruze measures for preventing such diseases from spreading.

o Identify the social or economic significance of communicable or non - communicable

disease prototypes and suggest appropriate social measures.

o Diagnose and treat organic and functional disorders affecting the major body systems,

analyse the consequences.

o Analyse the consequences of disease on the individual life and family and take the

necessary action to minimise the sequelae of the disease.

l8
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0

o

o

0

a

Analyse the-influence of social, economic, and environmental factors on the health status

of individuals and groups, and suggest appropriate measures for their correction.

Collaborate with governmental and private organizations to provide a healthful

environment, good food, and better use of available resources to meet the health needs of

the community

Obtain community participation in solving health problems.

Lead the health team, supervising their activities, supporting their morale, and helping to

solve their problems.

Use record systems to supply information to upper levels.

a Participate in national health planning.

a Pursue his own professional education.

Many of these competencies identified by Adjou - Moumouni are often not seen as part of the

'traditional competencies' required of medical graduates

A study by Leonard Finocchio et al in 1991, selected 300 physicians randomly as

representative of the physician population in the United States who were asked to rate: (l) the

importance of formal undergraduate training in each of 16 competencies - previously identified

by the broadly representative Pew Health Professions Commission, and (2), the adequacy of

their own undergraduate training in the competencies

The sample population was drawn from 3 cohorts: 1960-1969, 1970-1979,1980-1989 The

information needed was obtained using a telephone survey. The competencies identified were
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derived from the skills, attitudes, and behaviours defined by the Pew Health Professions

Commission as necessary for the nations' health care practitioners to meet the changing health

care needs in the United States. For each identified area, the following was asked: "Based on

your own experience in your residency and your practice, how important is it for medical

schools to provide formal training ?". Physicians answered using a four point scale: "very

important", "somewhat important" , "slightly important" and "not important". Physicians

were then asked to rate how well they were prepared in these areas by their professional

education. Response options were "excellent" , "good" ,ufair", "poor" and "unsure".

In evaluating competencies in the undergraduate curriculum more than 75 Yo thought it "very

important" to include the 5 competencies involving skills traditionally valued in medical

practice: diagnosis and treatment, effective communication with patients, problem solving,

lifelong learning and medical ethics.

More 50%o of the physicians thought that 12 of the 16 competencies were "very important" to

include in undergraduate training. These competencies are: health promotion and preventive

medicine, involvement of the patient and his family in the treatment, management of large

volumes of information, appropriate use of technology, working in a team with other health

professionals, and consideration of cost factors in clinical decision making. More than 50Yo

thought it "very important" that curricula include some competencies which reflect the

changing dynamics of health care delivery.

In rating their own training, more than 50% felt well prepared in the 5 traditional

competencies identified above. However, a majority felt their training was only "fair" or

20
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"poor" regarding the involvement of patients and their families, evaluation of the

appropriateness of costly technology, consideration of cost implications in their decision

making, and understanding and supporting the community's role in health care ( Finocchio et

al, 1995 ).

In New South Wales, Rolfe et al, used a clinical supervisors' rating form addressing 14

competencies, to assess intem performance one year after qualification in NSW. The original

instrument comprised 13 competencies, each rated on a l0 - point Lickert rating scale ranging

from I which was "unsatisfactory" to l0 which was "outstandirrg".

The competencies identified in this study include : clinical clerking, diagnostic skills, clinical

judgement, procedural skills, approach to patient management, understanding of basic disease

mechanisms, colrlrnunication skills, relationships with patients and families, relationships with

other professionals, self - directed learning, reliability and dependability, initiative, enthusiasm

and teaching abilities.

Data from 485 interns (97.2 oZ response rate ) showed that graduates from the problem -

based medical school were rated significantly better than their peers with respect to their

interpersonal relationships (i.e. relationships with patients, their families and other health

professionals ), were more reliable and were better self - directed learners. Interns from one of

the traditional medical schools were rated significantly better than graduates from other

institutions on the competencies: understanding of the basic disease mechanisms and were

also better teachers and diagnosticians ( Rolfe et al, 1995 ) .
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In his paper entitled: "Certification in post- graduate education", Dr. Kenneth Calman looks at

some of the practical issues relating to the certification of specialists. This includes the

assessment of competence and the need for public involvement. Although the specifics relate

to specialists, the concepts are applicable to basic and undergraduate programmes as well.

These practical issues are important to factor into the design of any curriculum and deserve

special consideration.

According to Calman, certification should be based on an assessment of competence and

should not be defined by a length of time. In the United Kingdom, the General Medical

Council ( GMC ) has also increased public participation in matters relating to the Council; this

will ensure that public opinion on certification and competence will also be taken into

account. A portfolio - based approach will be used to decide on whether specialists are

competent or not. This may include: log books, practical tasks and personal reviews. Core

competencies amongst the specialities should include: ability for self - learning, problem -

solving and research. Other competencies will include some of the public's concerns such as .

attitudes, communication skills and teamwork ( Calman; 1995 ).

Continuing education and tifelong leaming are also integral to the maintenance of professional

competence. Undergraduate and postgraduate training cannot guarantee the competencies of

trainees tkoughout their professional lives. Health professionals will constantly need new roles and

therefore educational prograrnmes should focus on the achievement of professional competence,

not the retention and recall of information.
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Problem - solving skills, self - leaming habits, and teamwork approach must be greatly encouraged

in the emerging health professional. It is equally important that educators draw a distinction

between education and training; the former is broad and has a clear value base; whilst the

latter is concerned with the acquisition of particular skills.

APROACHES TO MEDICAL EDUCAIION IN SOUTH AIRICA

The training ofmedical graduates in the South African context is occurring within a milieu of

unprecedented reform in the health sector. Benatar's description of our health system reflects the

situation that the Ministry of Health is trying to move away from: "Our current health care system

can be accurately described as maldistributed, poorly funded and co - ordinated, fragmented and

duplicated, discriminatory on a racialbasis, hospital - based, and supported by very poorly

developed ancillary services" ( Benatar, 1990 ). Furthermore in an article by VoLninlq the author

states that the teaching of medical students is biased towards urban, tertiary and high technology

medicine and that most of the teaching is done by specialists many ofwhom have never practised

outside of a teaching hospital. He also states that doctors emerging from medical school have been

exposed mainly to rare and life - threatening conditions ( Volminh 1992)

Whereas there are no studies in South Africa which examine the issue of competency based

curricula and their relevance for practice at the district level, there have been numerous studies

which have critically examined medical education in terms of its content, process and

appropriateness within the South African context.
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In terms ofthe lo.cal situatiorl Lazarus identifies 5 major problems ofthe graduate delivered by

South African medical schools. These include: the emphasis on high technology hospital medicine,

specialist orientation ofthe graduate, a strong focus on academic rather than on humanistic criteri4

graduates do not benefit from a broader university education and lastly, that medical education is

geared towards curative rather than preventive medicine.

According to Lazarus, the bias towards high technology hospital medicine is partly responsible for

the maldistribution of medical practitioners within South Africa thus "resulting in a saturation of

health care amongst advantaged urban populations and consequent poor health care for

disadvantaged rural populations" ( Lazarus, 1988 ). Furthermore, the author states : "the

unfortunate result of these problems is that medical graduates are unappropriately trained to meet

the health care needs of our population".

These views are supported by Sparks, who further identifies the lack of patient education and the

need to stress holistic aspects of care in the teaching of undergraduate medical students. This

should encompass physical, psychological, social and spiritual aspects of health as well. In analysing

the content ofmedical undergraduate training, Sparks comments : "students are shown patients

with rare diseases and are provided with theoretical training which is often inappropriate"

( Sparks, 1988 ).

Examining the various obstacles to the need for cunicular change, Ross looks more closely at the

concept of community - based medical education. According to Ross, conventional medical

educational systems make change difficult, and thus it may be necessary to create alternative
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pathways in medical schools for a community - orientated education. This is in line with an

important aspect of the policy ofthe World Health Organisation ( WHO ), namely the development

oftraining prograrnmes which are more responsive to the needs of the community served than are

the vast majority of current prograrnmes for the training of physicians ( Ross, 1988 ).

In April 1995 the African Regional Conference on Medical Education met in Cape Town in order

to re - examine the issue of education of medical graduates in the African context. The Conference

comprised 240 delegates from 35 African countries and reafrrmed its commitment to medical

education reform in Africa. Such reform was designed to produce doctors who are appropriately

trained and motivated to service the needs of their patients, their communities and their fellow

health care providers.

Specific attributes to be promoted were identified, including : community - based orientation,

ethical awareness, progressiveness, and respect for human rights. Specific knowledge to be

promoted include : relevant basic medical sciences, epidemiology, matemal and child health mental

health rehabilitatiorl diagnostic skills, medico - legal issues, social and cultural anthropolgy,

ecomics of health care, management of resources, and the humanities. Specific skills that should be

promoted include: clinical medicine, epidemiolory, preventive and promotive medicine, generalist

competence, scientffic, managerial, educational, leaming, interpersonal and communication skills,

computer literary, community capacity building, and a multi - sectoral approach fostering work in

multi - disciplinary teams.

This conference also proposed that particular emphasis should be placed on learning which is
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student - centred, problem - based, patient - orientated and community based. It was felt that

preference should be given to community - based educatioq shifting from curative to

comprehensive health care, and should be orientated towards producing generalists rather than

specialists ( World Summit on Medical Education, April 1995 )

A renewed emphosis on primory heollh core

In the present medical curriculum at the University of Cape Town, a renewed emphasis has

recently been placed upon PHC philosophy and principles which are taught during the first, fourth

and sixth years. This renewed emphasis on PHC begins to address some of the inadequacies

identified above and will be used as an example to demonstrate broad curricular changes that many

medical schools are undergoing.

ln the first year of medicine , a recently introduced course under the auspices of the Department of

Primary Health Care entitled "Health and Society" serves as an introductory course to orientate

students to the factors that influence health and disease includhg an introduction to the concepts of

PHC, community participation as well as the sociology of health. It is an interdisciplinary course

which medical students have to register for along with occupational therapy and physiotherapy

students.
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fu from 1996, the fourth year community health component was changed to include 4 weeks of

primary health care as well as 4 weeks of teaching in community health. During 1996 , the

Department of Community Health underwent a process of curriculum review and redefined the

aims and objectives ofthe community health component of the 8 week block. The stated aims are

to contribute to the development of students who have a community orientatiorq population

perspective of health and comprehensive approach to health care.

This should include an inter - disciplinary and intersectoral approach; as well as looking at a critical

approach to future medical practice and an understanding of the health care system and its goals

( Curriculum Review , Fourth Year, Department of Community Healt[ UCT; 1996 ).

The learning objectives of the 4 week Primary Heatth Care Block are to gain knowledge in PHC,

the restructuring of health systems and the principles of family medicine The second aim of

"fostering attitudes" , has as part of its brief, self - directed life - long leaming and the fostering of a

problem - solving approach. The third aim is to develop skills in observation, communication,

empathy, reflectioq as well as in participatory health media ( Course Outline for PHC Bloch UCT;

reeT ).
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During their sixhyear, students spend 2 weeks seeing patients at a Community Health Centre

( CHC ) in the Cape Town area and another 2 weeks in a rural setting. The aim ofthe block is for

students to learn to assess patients "using a biopsychosocial perspective and manage their care

appropriately in a primary care environment" (Faculty ofMedicine Student Handbook, UCT,

1ee7 )

3. OBJECTIVES

3.1 To determine the exit competencies required of doctors for implementing a district

based health service founded upon the primary health care approach.

3.2 To determine whether basic training prograrnmes equip doctors with these exit

competencres

3.3 To examine the implications of the outcome ofthe study

3 4 To serve as a pilot study for a larger study of competency - based curricula for doctors

and nurses.
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4. METHODOLOGY

4.1 DEVETOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENTS

4 I I Developing the Working Framework

A "working framework" was developed of the Prima.y Health Care ( PHC ) competencies required

of doctors to comprehensively deliver services at the district level ofthe national health system. The

working framework was based upon the priority competencies required to meet the health

functions ascribed for districts as contained in the policy document entitled . "A Policy for the

Development of a District Health System for South Africa". ( A Policy for the Development of a

District Health System for South Africa, 1995 )

In order to develop this framework of the knowledge, auitudes and skills that are required upon

completion of the medical course, a series of workshops and informal discussions were held with

people who are knowledgeable about competencies required at the district level of health care.

Because many ofthe competencies required of doctors and nurses would be generic, it was felt that

the development ofthe working framework should remain generic and applicable to both doctors

and nurses. A small working goup consisting of members ofthe Public Health Programme at

UWC, drew up a list of people who were considered to be knowledgeable about competencies

required at the district level of health care. This list included academics, service providers, as well as

policy makers. These people were then invited to participate in a workshop together with members

of the Public Health Programme of LIWC and the researcher.
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This was an important initial step in the process and allowed the researcher to develop more fi.rlly

the methodology to analyse the exit competencies. It was felt that a tool needed to be developed

that could be used to perform an analysis of the exit competencies required of health personnel.

Using these initial workshops and based upon discussions with experts in the field, available

Iiterature, and the policy document "A Policy Document for the Development of a District Health

System for South Africa", a draft working framework of competencies was constructed.

A second workshop was then held where this draft was presented to participants ( also from

various backgrounds as in the first workshop ), discussed and any changes made that were deemed

necessary. The total number of participants of these workshops was twenty and included medical

and nursing personnel. The result ofthis process was the "Working Framework of Competencies

Required ofNurses and Doctors in order to Implement a District Based Health System" document.

The overall feeling was that the exit competencies developed as the working frameworlq was an

extensive and generic list that could be applicable to all health professionals not only to doctors an

nurses.

4.1.2The information - gathering instrument

A semi - structured questionnaire was developed using the working framework and the district

document described above. This served as the information - gathering tool and was organised into

14 different areas based upon the competencies identified in the working framework.. In additiorq

questions of an exploratory nature were included in order to gain a more thorough understanding

ofthe responses
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It was also felt that a more in - depth understanding of the issues would be obtained by asking the

recent graduates to respond to questions posed around a case scenario. This scenario "Joseph"

was designed around a clinical case that would be typical of the Western Cape; that of a patient

with tuberculosis.

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENIS

4.2.1TheWorking Framework of Competencies Required ofNurses and Doctors In Order to

Implement a District Based Health System is presented in Table l.

4.2.2The questionnaires are presented in annexure A.

4.2.3 The case scenario is presented in annexure C.

4.3 STUDY SUBJECTS

Convenient sampling was used in the snrdy. The information gathering tools, a questionnaire and a

"case scenario" was applied to a sample consisting oftkee groups:

l. Graduates: four recent graduates; two from the University of Cape Town ( UCT ) and nvo

from Stellenbosch University. It was felt important to interview graduates from both the

medical schools in this province.

Z. Educators. four educators who are considered to be knowledgeable in this field. Two

of these educators are from a University Community Health Department ( one is also attached
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to a Primary Health Care Department ) attached to a University since they teach much of the

material related to the relevant competencies. One educator was selected who is actively

involved in teaching students within a district setting; and one tutor was selected who teaches

students within a hospital setting but maintains a strong focus on the district level of care.

3. Service providers / managers. nvo. Managers were selected who are involved with the day to

day management of graduates in a distria setting These nvo districts are the pilot districts in

the Western Cape Province for the implementation of the district health system.

4.4 APPTICATION OF THE INSTRUMENTS

The questionnaire was applied to the three groups described above ie. graduates, educators and

managers. Difterent emphases were placed upon different areas ofthe questionnaire for each of the

tkee groups and the questionnaire modified accordingly. Notes were kept by the interviewer and

the interview recorded in order to serve as corroborating data.

4.4.1 The main focus for the graduates was to assess whether, in their opiniorq the curriculum

equipped them with the competencies identified by the working framework. The case scenario was

applied to the graduates.
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4.4.ZThemain focus for the educators was to assess whetlter, in their opinion, the curriculum

covered the areas of competence identffied in the working framework.

4.4.3 Themain focus for the mangers was to assess whether, in their opinioq graduates exhibit

these competencies.

The information gathered was used to discuss the implications ofthe outcome ofthe study and also

compares the identified competencies with those ideally required of the graduate.
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TaBlc l.
WORKING FRAMEWORK OF COMPETENCIES REQUIRED OF NURSES AND
DOCTORS IN OROER TO IMPLEMENT A DISTRICT BASED HEALTH SYSTEM

=r

Ability to implement Public
health policy

Understanding of policies
of public health & the
district-based health
system

Commitment to public
health policy (primary
health care)

1. Knowledge of the most
common causes of ill-
health in a community

Commitment to addressing
importanVpriority pubtic
health problems

institute comprehensive,
cost-effective management
of these conditions, making
appropriate use of available
technology

Ability to assess, diagnose &

Ability to counsel effectivelY
and appropriately & to
communicate effectivelY

2. Understanding of
counselling methods in
various health care
contexts

Eelief in the value of
counselling & the importance
of caring

Ability to diagnose
community problems,
including basic research
skills (monitoring &
evaluation)

3. Knowlecjge of social
dynamics & struciures of
a community

Acknowledge the role of
social cynamics &
ccmmunity struc'.ures in
Cetermining heaiih

4. Understancling oi
preventive and promotive
health issues lvithin a
community

Acceptance of ihe
importance of health
promotion in the context oi
primary health care

Ability to facilitate health
promotion activities, in
particular, advocacy &
lobbying about public health
& development within
ccmmunities

Ability to make effective &

appropriate use of referral
networks

5. Understanding of patterns
of referral & existing
channels

Acceptance of ihe need for
a referral netlvcrk to
optimise patieni care (as
senders & recipients of
patients)

Ability to contribute and
participate in the health
tedlll

6. Understanding oi the
functioning of the team in
a district setting

Acknowledgernant of the
importance oi each team
member

at
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Ability to interact &
collaborate with other
roleplayers, including
collaboration with traditional
healers & non-western
health providers

7. Understanding the web of
roleplayers that influence
health and how they
influence health

Belief in the importance of
intersectoral collaboration in
achieving & optimising
health within communities

Ability to resolve conflict as it
arises

8. Recognition &
understanding of the
dynamics of conflict

Acknowledgement of the
importance of conflict
resolution in optimising the
functioning of the health
team

Ability to identify ethical
issues & address them in the
management of a Patient

9. Understandingof the
importance of the ethics
of health care & its
influence on professional
practice

Consistent consideration of
the ethical implications of
practice

Ability to regularly make use
of facilities for ongoing
education

1 0.Understandingof the role
of lifelong learning in
professional development

Acknowledgement of the
need to continually upgrade
professional competence

Ability to successfully
manage an effective district
health team

1 l.Understanding of the
basic princifles bf
management

Acknowledgement of the
managemenVsupervisory
component of his/her duties

KNOWLEDGE EIrlfirltt$ SiItEE
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One graduate also commented that Joseph's financial situation makes it impossible for him to miss

his work.

In examining the factors that contributed to Joseph developing TB, the respondents felt that

these were largely problems of a socio - economic nature. These included: poverty, overcrowding,

poor nutrition, and also as one respondent said "he needsto be educated about the disease". It

was felt that it is mostly the responsibility of the doctor or the community health nurse to educate

Joseph; something which was lacking in the case scenario. Educating patients about their disease is

often a neglected part ofthe holistic management of patients. This is often due to the pressure on

staffat clinics especially in terms of the volume of workload.

Amongst those outside of the formal health team that respondents felt should be consulted

included friends, family, his employer, community leaders as well as other people in the house that

he was sharing. One graduate also felt that town planners should be involved in order to reduce

overcrowding. Another commented that a "buddy system", which is where "one ofthe people

living in the community or at home observe his treatment" should be instituted at all clinics.

However neither of the graduates mentioned any member of the health team that would be part of

an intersectoral response to health care.
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RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The responses to the questionnaire are organised in the 14 dif[erent areas that were used in the

questionnaire. For each questio4 the relative importance is discussed first for all three groups,

followed by how well these areas are covered in the cuniculum. Specific examples or other

comments follow. Comments from the respondents are quoted throughout.

The results presented below are also shown in tabular form in anne)rure B. An indication is also

given of the relative importance ofthese competencies in terms of a rating scale. The importance

of each of the responses is rated as follows. "important" : l, "useful but not essential" = 2,

"unimportant":3. If four respondents for example felt that an issue was "important", this is

indicated as : I I I l. If for example two respondents felt that an issue was "important", and two

felt that it was "useful but not essential" , this is indicated as'. I I22

I. PUBTIC HEATTH POTICY

ln response to the first question "how important is knowledge of public health policy?" all ten

respondents felt that it was "important"

The four educators and three gladuates felt that the cuniculum did not cover these issues enough,

the other graduate felt that it was covered "adequately''. One manager felt that recent graduates did

not demonstrate an understanding of public health policy at all, the other felt it was not covered

enough.
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The point was also made that these policies were new and that although the fourth year curriculum

at UCT had been newly revised to include many ofthe public health policy aspects, these students,

as one manager commented, "haven't come through ( graduated ) yet".

Three educators mentioned the move to primary health care and the move towards equity as central

in their understanding of the National Health Plan. The one educator expanded further by

adding issues such as the "establishment of districts, overcoming fragmentation ofthe health system

and establishing a national social health insurance system". Another felt that it also incorporated

decentralised management which will "enable people to make decisions at the level where it makes

a difference". One educator also felt that improving accessibility to health services was a key factor

in the National Health Plan.

The four graduates showed a much less thorough understanding of the National Health Plar; citing

the move towards primary health care, whilst one emphasised "more clinics" and also "a greater

focus on prevention'. One graduate cornmented "the general move in health care is to look at the

principles of primary health care and no longer in terms ofthe curative Western methods".

Another graduate showed very little understanding of the National Hedth Plan: "I know what I

read in 'Die Burger' ( a local newspaper ) and that's basically it".

2. THE DISTRICT HEATTH SYSTEM

Knowledge of the district - based health system ( DHS ) was felt by all ten respondents to be

"important'
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Respondents differe$ in opinion however on how well the curriculum covered these issues. Two

educators felt that it was covered "adequately'', whilst two others felt that it was not covered well

enough. The four graduates also differed in opinion, one felt that it was covered "adequately'', two

felt that it was "not covered at all", whilst the fourth felt that it was not covered well enough. The

two managers both felt that graduates in their employ did not display enough knowledge about the

distria health system.

In their understanding of what a district hedth system is, the educators had similar opinions. Three

agreed that there should be one single authority which as one educator put it, would "co - ordinate

and provide health care ...which would include public and private ( sectors of health care)" .

Other aspects that were mentioned were that the district should cover a specific geographic are4

with specific boundaries which would provide "comprehensive health services", will promote

equity, develop better ffiastructure especially in the rural areas.

One educator felt that in undergraduate training, medical students were justified in complaining

about rural areas which did not have the necessary infrastructure to support them.

Another educator felt that community participation in the district health system should be a

statutory regulation. Another felt that problem - based learning in elements ofthe DHS was

essential "I don't think we will succeed until we move to a problem - based approach".

One of the graduates responded that the DHS is a specific geographic area with a community

health centre in each district which would provide specific services such as maternal, child and

women's health treatment of TB patients. Another two graduates however, demonstrated a

paucity of knowledge on this issue, the only response from one graduate being that it implied
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"better primary health care and the building of clinics", whilst the only response from another

graduate was "we are only taking patients from certain districts...that's basically what I know

about it".

On asking the managers "how well do recent graduates reflect an understanding ofthe district -

based health system?", one response was "not at all"! The other manager felt "it's more seen to be

addressing needs of a particular kind of community or set - up". Such firm responses from the

manager is cause for concern in that the issue ofthe distria health system is not adequately

addressed in curricula, especially seeing that many of the graduates are likely to work in ptima.y

care settings after graduation.

3. THE MOST COMMON CAUSES OT ITt HEATTH

In response to the question "how important do you think knowledge of the most common causes

of ill - health is for your work? " the four graduates felt that this was "important".

One graduate felt that the curriculum covered the common causes of ill - health "adequately''

whilst another felt that it was covered "very well". The other two graduates felt that it was not

covered well enough.

However, they differed on what the three most common causes of ill - health were: three felt that
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they were more clinical, such as TB, pneumoni4 gastro-enteritis, HIV; whilst the fourth felt that

the causes were more general such as nutritional status, living conditions and poor levels of

education.

This question was not asked ofthe educators or managers as it was felt that it may have been

superfluous.

4. COUNSELLING T,IEIHODS

All the respondents thought that an understanding of counselling methods was important.

Three educators felt that the curriculum did not cover counselling methods well enough whilst one

thought that this area was covered adequately, citing some counselling courses offered by the Aids

Training Information and Counselling Centre ( ATICC ). The graduates differed in how well they

thought the curriculum covered counselling issues. One felt that these were covered "very well"

whilst one concured with the educators in that they were not covered well enougtr, and two

thought that it was not covered at all. Both managers also felt that recent graduates were not well

enough prepared to counsel patients.

Comments from the educators on various counselling techniques included both general and specific

issues. One educator felt that it would mostly be "talking to a patient about the disease, its

consequences" whilst another felt it should include "communication skills, brief interventional

techniques ( behavioural changes ), simple counselling around psycho - social skills".
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Another comment was that whilst no specific method would be used for teaching students about

counselling methods, "informational issues zuch as stigma and self - image, establishing support

systems" should be taught. It was pointed out that the present second year curriculum at UCT had

a week of aftemoon sessions on counselling that would also cover different methods of counselling.

The graduates had similar views on counselling techniques in that they agreed that an explanation is

needed around the causative factors ofthe disease, its implications, how it is spread, and also how

to modifr behaviour. One graduate had had extensive experience in counselling, having worked

with the Students Health and Welfare Organisation ( SHAWCO ). In addition to these points

above, he pointed out other factors to know about, including knowledge about numbers of sexual

partners, use ofbarrier methods, employment stability and issues around confidentiality Knowledge

about counselling skills is another important area of expertise that graduates ought to know about,

especially ifthey are to work at the district level, where problems are often of a psychosocial

nafure.

5. SOCIAT DYNA,TAICS AND COMi,IUNITY STRUCTURES

Nine respondents concurred on the "importance" ofthe next section of the questionnaire i.e. the

relationship between health and socid dynamics and community structures. One graduate felt

that the issue was useful but not essential.
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Two educators thought that this issue was "adequately'' covered in the cuniculum and two thought

that it was not covered well enough. Two graduates felt that the issue was not covered enough in

the curriculurq whilst two felt that it was not covered at all

One manager also felt that graduates in his service did not demonstrate an adequate enough

understanding of the relationship between hedth and social dynamics in the service, whilst the other

felt that graduates did not address this issue at dl in their practice.

In looking at the ways in which social dynamics and community structures impact on healtlr, one

educator separated the two issues in that community structures "are largely political issues that

impact on policy and planning" and that social dynamics were more the "basic services like water,

sanitatiorl educational levels". Another educator felt that social dynamics represented more the

interests of "one social group vs. the interests of another social goup".

It was also felt that there is a need to look at leadership within societies and that use should be

made of certain theories, such as social mobilisation.

Two recent graduates both felt that the impact on the health of the patient was directly related to

poverty, nutrition, overcrowding and sanitation. As one graduate stated "it is a breeding ground for

bugs". Another commented "if you understand how they ( communities ) perceive health in their

own terms, then you understand why they seek health care".
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6. PREVENTIVE AND PROMOTIVE HEATTH ISSUES

In response to the importance of preventive and promotive health issues, there was a unanimous

"important" response.

One educator felt that the issues were "adequately'' covered in the curriculum whilst three others

thought that this a"rea was not covered well enough.

It was also pointed out that in the newly revised fourth year curriculum at UCT "there is a

significant health promotion study that students have to do as part of their 8 week community

health block' and as another educator commented "the primary health course is now better than

before".

Graduates differed on this issue. One thought that the curriculum covered these issues "very well"

whilst three others thought that it was not covered enough. The UCT graduates however, had not

experienced the new curriculum being taught at UCT

Both managers felt that graduates could not practically apply these issues well enough in the

communities on a more practical application level. As one manager commented: "there's a lot of

one - on - one in the chronic diseases of lifestyle clinics" as it was felt that "you want lifestyle

changes to take place"

In looking at the content area of preventive and promotive health issues, the educators gave

remarkably similar answers. They dMded the question into two main areas: the "broader population

- based health programmes" such as cervical screening for example, and a greater focus on
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"individual lifestyle issues .....such as smoking, sexual behaviour". Health promotion should not

only "look at diseases ofthe poor, but should also look at diseases of afluence". It was also felt

that students should have a basic understanding of the Ottawa Charter and should also be taught

policy and legislative matters as part of health promotion. An example ofpolicy and legislative

matters around an anti - smoking campaign were cited.

The graduates were less forthcoming with their responses to the content area. One graduate also

stressed the individual aspect such as lifestyle habits, nutrition; another thought the focus should

rather be on social circumstances, promotion of employment and education. Two of the graduates

pointed out that the important health issues should be dealt with and gave examples zuch as "Tfl,

gender empowerment, family planning, HIV and STD's, antenatal care and children'

7. REFERRAL PATTERNS

In terms of knowledge of referral pafferns for patients, all respondents felt that these were

important.

Three educators felt in general that the curriculum does not cover patterns of referral adequately

enouglq whilst one felt that it was not covered at all. As one educator commented. "because

students still train in tertiary centres where patients are referred to them instead of the other way

around". Another responded by saying that it should be looked at holistically and that it should also

deal with accessibility to health services, counselling and dealing with employers.
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One graduate felt that the curriculum covered pattems of referral adequately, another felt it did not

cover patterns of referral at all and two felt that is was not covered well enough. The two

managers felt that graduates did not display any knowledge about referral patterns.

All respondents agreed in general that a patient with multiple drug resistant TB needs to be referred

to some sort of specialised centre. In terms of the actual pattern of referral one educator

commented that "from the clinic they should be referred to the regional hospital and then to the

tertiary hospital". An interesting corffnent from the manager on asking "how well graduates make

use of referral networks? " commented "I would say not at all" although it was felt that this is the

fault of the educators. The other commented that graduates will "quickly find out from the senior

doctor and senior staff( where to refer to )".

8. FUNCTIONS OF THE DISTRICT HEALTH TEAi,l

Eight of the respondents felt that an understanding of the functions of the district health team is

important. However, one graduate and one educator felt that this issue was "useful but not

essential".

This was qualified by the educator who said that because the district health system is not yet in

place, the educators are teaching theory but this is not being related to the reality of the situation.

Furthermore one educator pointed out that the functions of the district health tearn were

"appallingly covered" in the curriculum.
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When asked "how well the undergraduate curriculum covered the functions of the district health

team", three educators responded "not at all" and the other by saylng "somewhere between not at

all and not enough". All four graduates felt that the functions of the district health tearn were not

covered well enough in the curriculum. The two managers also felt that graduates did not display

any understanding of the functions of the district health team.

On the constitution ofthe district health team the graduates felt that it should broadly consist of

doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, district nursing sisters as well as community representatives.

Two graduates felt that the doctor should not necessarily head the team but rather, as one graduate

put it, "someone with managerial skills" whilst the other graduate felt a local community leader

should be the head ofthe team.

9. INTERSECTORAT DYNAiAICS

On the importance ofthe knowledge of the web of roleplayers that influence health, eight of the

respondents thought that it was "important" whereas one educator and one graduate felt that it was

'lrseful but not essential".

All four educators responded "not enough" when asked about how well they thought the

curriculum covered this web ofroleplayers. Two graduates responded "not enough" whilst two

others responded "not at all" to this issue. Both managers also felt that the graduates did not

interact with the web of roleplayers at all.
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When asked to expilrd on who they thought these roleplayers should involve, two educators

mentioned the role of local and provincial health authorities as these were the main roleplayers

where, for example job creatiorq environmental iszues were dealt with; all ofwhich impact directly

on health. Educatiorq housing and engineering services were also mentioned as part ofthe

intersectoral approach to health care. Graduates also mentioned broader intersectoral areas such as

teachers, parents, sports stars.

10. coNFucT RESOTUTTON

Eight of the respondents thought that an understanding of the dynamics of conflict resolution

were important to know about. Two educators and one graduate thought that it was "useful but

not essential" and one graduate said it was "somewhere between important and useful but not

essential".

All four educators felt that the issue of conflict resolution was not covered at all by the curriculum.

The graduates differed in how well they thought this issue was covered in the curriculurq one said

that it was covered "adequately'' whilst thnee others said that it was not covered at all. Both

managers felt that recent graduates did not handle conflict situations well enough.

In looking at an example of a conflict situation between a doctor and a nurse, one educator

responded by saying that it would be important to understand the other person's perspective. This

was very similar to the response by two ofthe graduates as well
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One ofthe graduates gave an interesting example ofwhere a nurse refused to give a patient

treatment, at the request of the doctor, because as the nurse put it "that's the sister's job". Conflict

situations often arise between doctors and nurses and uzually it boils down to a matter of authority

- who is really in control ofthe situation. fu one graduate commented "in my opinion, doctors are

usually guilty of always wanting to be the final decision - maker and tend to act patemalistically

towards the nursing staffinstead of empowering them'. A comment from one ofthe managers was

that "the doctor learns not to react, she becomes a listener in a conflict sifuation".

r r. ETHrcAr rssuEs

All respondents thought that knowledge of ethical issues was important to know about.

All four educators felt that the curriculum did not cover these issues enough. The graduates differed

in opinion; one felt that it was covered adequately, another felt that it was not covered at all and

two others felt that it was not covered well enough. Both managers felt that graduates in the service

did not address ethical issues in health care well enough. Comments from one educator were that

this was a "major gap in students teaching'. Another commented that there were four ethical

principles that he taught which included "do no harm.....the good should outweigh the harm", but

was embarrassed that he could not remember all ofthem.

One educator felt strongly that there is often no relationship benveen ethical issues and human

rights issues. He felt strongly that it was "decontexualised" in the teaching course, had no practical

application and that it was "not based on reality''. Another commented that basic guidelines should

be used such as the Constitution and the Bill ofRights.
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Two graduates felt that the curriculum did not cover the basic principles ofmanagement at all: one

graduate had had the experience of attending a course in management arranged by the university by

an outside private firm and hence responded "not enough" to this issue, and the fourth graduate

also responded "not enough" to this issue. The managers felt that graduates reflected no

understanding ofthe basic principles of management and supervision.

13. TIME SPENT IN HOSPITATS

It was felt by seven of the respondents that during the practical portion of the undergraduate

training, too much time is spent in secondary / tertiuy hospitals. Two of the graduates thought

that "enough" time was spent in these hospitals, one felt that too little time was spent in tertiary

hospitals. Eight respondents however, felt that too little time was spent in community health

centres or primary health care environments, one educator thought that enough time was spent at

community health centres ( CHC ), and one graduate also felt that enough time was spent at

CHC's. It is interesting to note that the same graduate who felt that too little time was spent in

tertiary hospitals also felt that enough time was spent at CHC's. Both managers felt that too little

time was spent at CHC's.

r4. ROrE MODETS

In the last section of the questionnaire, all four educators saw it as part of their duty to serve as a

role model for their students. As one stated "often students are inspired in choosing a career by a

particular role model". However, one of the educators felt that he only wanted to mentor students
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"who are going to contribute .. . I don't want to waste my time with snrdents who are not

interested". This was confirmed by one of the graduates who intended becoming a surgeon and in

doing so to emulate her role model who "always has time for his patients". Another graduate

commented : "I admire people with good clinical skills with a big emphasis on being human".

GENERAT COMMENTS

Some interesting general comments were made by interviewees on the questionnaire outline and

layout that will impact on the design ofthe questionnaire for the broader study These cornments

were made throughout the interviews but are synthesised here in one section to gain a better

understanding of all the corffnents.

o It was felt that the question "what do you understand by the National Health Plan?" was

ambiguous in that it did not specify which National Health Plan. This will need to be specified

as there are indeed different National Plans available such as the African National Congress's

National Health Plan for South Africa, the National Health Insurance document, the recently

introduced White Paper for the Transformation of the Health System for South Africa. and the

National Health Bill for South Africa.

o The sequence of questions needs to be reviewed. As an example it was mentioned that question

no 4 on counselling methods does not logically follow on from the district health system (

question no 3 ). Question 8 ( functions of the distria health team ) follows on more logically

from question 3.
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Question 5 on social dynamics and community structures was not clear. There could be many

different ways ofinterpreting social dynamics. It must be clarified what is meant by social

dynamics. Three respondents had made similar comments on this question.

The question on the dynamics of conflict and conflict resolution was thought by one educator

to be too specific. He thought that it would be beuer to "focus more on the broader category

of interpersonal and interstaffrelations"

One educator thought that there should be a separate question focusing on secondary and a

separate question focusing on tertiary hospitals because "in order to learn hospital medicine

students should spend more time in secondary hospitals than in tertiary hospitals"

An additional question that one ofthe respondent thought should be included was a question

on health informatics. "It is perhaps only when people are confronted with problerns that they

realise we don't have any information"

The manager felt that it would be essential to include the sort of qualitative questions that were

asked of the graduates and educators as it is as important for managers to know about these

issues. "It is important to assess how well they understand these issues". He did not think that it

would take up too much time in the questionnaire.
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o It was felt by one of the educators that the use of TB was a bad example in the question on

referral as it is a strong vertical programme in this province. A better example to have used

would rather have been child abuse or a farm worker with a medical problenr, as these are more

complex and require knowledge about general referral principles.

a

o

Two ofthe educators felt that hterviewees should have been allowed the opportunity to make

recommendations as to what they think should happen for each of the question asked. Thus the

research can be more meaningful.

It was pointed out by one of the educators that the questions have been designed to address the

entire curriculunr, but educators may only know'their part" ofthe curriculum.

It is important that these points raised here be bome in mind in redesigning the questionnaires for

the broader study

6. DTSCUSSTON

Health science training institutions in South Africa are concentrated in the Western Cape, Gauteng

and Kwlulu - Natal. The Western Cape is particularly significant in that it produces approximately

one third of the country's human resources in health ( Draft Provincial Health PlarL 1995 ). Thus an

enqulry into the nature of health science education in a well resourced province such as the Westem

Cape, has a bearing on a far wider population than just that of the Western Cape.
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Changes in health care systems are dynamic and often force health professionals to re - examine

their role and tasks in order to meet community needs. The present restructuring of the health

system in South Africa with an emphasis in the district level of care, will require staffwith the

competencies to be able to render effective health services at the primary level of health care. The

"working framework" document that has been developed, includes a comprehensive list of

competencies that are required in order for health professionals to meet these needs. Judging from

the responses to the questionnaires however, there seems to be a gap between what is expected of

health professionals at the primary level of care and what competencies graduates actually possess.

If one looks at the definition of the output of competency - based education as being "a health

professional who can practise medicine at a defined level of proficiency, in accord with local

conditions, to meet local needs" ( McCaghie et al, 1978). Judging from these responses, graduates

are not well equipped to meet the "local needs".

Comparing the competencies that are identified by educators for graduates in first - world

countries to possess, are also very different from those that graduates in developing nations should

possess. From the literature, it is apparent that the emphasis in developed nations lies more with

clinical clerking and diagnostic skills. On the other hand, for medical graduates from developing

nations as identified by Adjou - Moumouni, the emphasis is more comprehensive and includes

administrative leadership, intersectoral liasoq social research and consumer education. Only three

of the competencies identified by Adjou - Moumouni involve the diagnosis and treatment of

particular complaints in individual patients. Of the eleven competencies identified in this study for

working at distria level of care, only two pertain direaly to clinical and diagnostic skills. These

two competencies include ( 1 ) the ability to assess, diagnose and institute comprehensive, cost -
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effective management ofthe most common causes of ill - health nd (2 ) the ability to counsel

effectively and appropriately and also to be able to communicate effectively

It must also be borne in mind that the three groups of respondents in this study are at different

points of time in relation to the study question. the managers reflecting on training as it was some

time ago; the recent graduates reflect on the immediate past; the teachers also have the perspective

and plans for the immediate future in mind.

Whilst the educators have a thorough understanding of what the iszues are, most respondents from

the tkee groups, felt that these issues were not covered well enough in the curriculum. It is

important for educators and curriculum planners to know this information and incolporate it into

the educational strategy of the institution.

It was felt that the most appropriate methodology of eliciting perceptions of exit competencies

would be the "expert judgement" method discussed in the literature review.

As no previous data exist in the South African literature on specffic competencies at the district

level of health care, these had to be developed through the process of workshopping with

academics, service providers and managers. Not only did this "working framework" serve as a

good baseline for developing the questionnaire, but it represents the knowledge, attitudes and skills

that medical, nursing and other health workers need to possess in order to function effectively at a

district level of health care.
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On the whole, ten areas of the curriculum were felt not to have been covered well enough by all

three groups in the curriculum or at least to some degree of zuccess. These include, knowledge of

public health policy, knowledge of the district health teant counselling, preventive and promotive

health issues, referral patterns, knowledge of the web of role players that influence hedttq conflict

resolution, social dynamics and community structures, ethical issues, management and supervision

and too little time spent in community health centres.

These issues are areas that have been highlighted as not having been covered well enough in the

medical graduates curriculum and represent oppornrnities to be able to improve the knowledge of

graduates in these critical areas.

Two critical areas in the present restructuring of health delivery in South A&ica are the general

principles contained in the National Health Plan and the district health qystem. Although these

policies are new and, as one educator said "they ( the graduates ) haven't come through yet", it is

important that graduates must be taught the basic principles outlined in these policies such as

primary health care, comprehensive health care, intersectoral collaboration.

Two educators had also stressed the issue of community participation. The government has

recently released a draft Bill, the Hospital Boards Facilities Bill, which will in fact make the

establishment of community health committees a statutory requirement. The functions ofthe

distria health tearn were well understood by educators but graduates displayed a paucity of

knowledge in this area.

The question on the most common causes of ill - health seems not to have been properly

understood Only one graduate felt that general socio - economic status impacted greatly on well -
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being;tkee graduates named more specific illnesses such as TB, pneumonia. These diseases are

more the consequences of poor socio - economic conditions. The question must be clarified when

redesigning the questionnaire for the broader study

Although graduates displayed some knowledge about counselling skills, these were patchy and had

not been part of a structured course during their training. It is important that this should be an

integral part ofthe undergraduate training of medical students especially with the rising epidemics

ofHIV / AIDS and STD's.

Graduates were also not very familiar with preventive an promotive health issues. This is one ofthe

main pillars of primary health care and represents an area of the curriculum that needs to be covered

in greater depth. The educators as expected were well versed in these issues.

Crraduates also displayed poor knowledge about intersectoral dynamics. With the ever - changing

political and social climate and renewed emphasis on primary health care, knowledge of

intersectoral dynamics will greatly benefit graduates especially at the primary / local level.

With regard to ethical issues, the fact that graduates seem to be using their own principles to guide

their decision - making due to inadequate coverage of these issues in the curriculunq is of great

concern. This should also be an area of greater focus in the curriculum of undergraduates.

On the issue of management, even though graduates will not immediately find themselves in

management positions upon completion of their course, it is important to at least provide basic

skills in management issues to undergraduates. With the proposed establishment ofthe district
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health system and the devolution of functions and authority to the distria level, health workers will

increasingly find themselves in management positions.

Most respondents felt that too little time was spent in community health centres and too much time

was spent in secondary and tertiary environments. If medical schools are going to equip doctors

with the necessary skills to work at a primar,'level ofhealth care, then it is imperative that students

spend more of their teaching time in these environments. An interesting comment was made from

one educator there should be a separate question focussing on secondary hospitals as he said: "in

order to leam hospital medicine, students should spend more time in secondary hospitals than in

tertiary hospitals". Ifthe training arena of students focused more on the primary health care

environment, then the teaching of competencies as outlined in this paper would be an easier task as

students can relate the theory to practical setting In this manner we would also train health

personnel more appropriately to implement the national health system at district level.

There were also a number of positive responses in terms of the contents of graduates' responses:

knowledge ofthe most common causes of ill health were good, and one graduate also displayed

sound knowledge of counselling techniques, rwo graduates also showed a good understanding of

the distria health system. The relation between poverty and ill health was also well understood by

graduates and is evident from their responses to the case scenario "Joseph". The case scenario

further demonstrated that the diagnostic skills of graduates were good in that they identified most

of the important issues in the diagnosis and treatment of the patient with tuberculosis. Although

referral patterns were felt not to have covered well enough in the curriculunr, graduates understood

the basic concepts as shown in their understanding of the case scenario.
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It is also encouraging to note that at least two graduates attended courses outside of their 'normal'

curriculum requirements; one having an ATICC counselling course and another a management

course. Graduates need to be encouraged to attend more of these courses offered by various

institutions as it would increase their knowledge of general issues relating to medicine

tremendously.

The method of teaching graduates also has a profound effect on what competencies graduates

display. From the literature review it is apparent that graduates from medical schools employing a

problem - based approach were better self - directed learners and take more cognisance of the

changing needs of society. Graduates from medical schools employing traditional teaching methods

were better diagnosticians and understood basic diseases mechanisms better.

TIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

1. The main limitation ofthe study is that the opinions expressed are personal opinions only and

hence the study cannot make reference to a particular institution. The conclusions that can be

drawn from the study as a result are therefore limited.

2. It is important to bear in mind that the tkee groups of respondents are at different points in time

in responding to the questionnaires. The managers reflects on training as it was some time ago,

recent graduates reflect on the curriclum ofthe immediate past, whilst the teachers have the

perspective and plans for the immediate future in mind.
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This may have a relation on the responses received and may explain why, for example, recent

graduates are more familiar with the cunicula and have different perspectives compared to the

managers.

3. The study did not colroborate the responses of the participants by observing graduates in their

daily praaice. There were many difficulties which made this impractical including . there is no

standard measurement toolby which to measure the level of competence ofgraduates for the areas

of competence identified and the influence of observer bias cannot be ruled out.

4. Some of the questions were not clear enough and were interpreted diferently by respondents. In

re - designing the questionnaire for the broader study, these questions will have to be phrased

clearer.

5. The small sample size does not allow for wide generalisability of results and the conclusions

drawn need to be suitably gaurded.
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7. IMPTICATIONS OF THE OUTCOMES OF THE STUDY

The working framework of competencies that was developed by experts knowledgeable in the field

represents the core competencies that health personnel should possess in order to implement a

district - based health system in the province. Although the clinical pattern of disease may vary from

province to province throughout South Afric4 these competencies represent the basic knowledge,

attitudes and skills that district level health personnel should possess using the Western Cape as a

case study. The challenge now would be to enzure that graduates have achieved these core

competencies upon completion of their respective courses.

Further areas of research could include. replicating the study on a broader scale nationally,

performing a similar study to determine the exit competencies for other levels of care, for example,

secondary and tertiary levels of care. It would be interesting if this study were repeated once the

fust graduates complete the courses at medical schools that are being redesigned with a stronger

emphasis on primary health care. Although the study examined the exit competencies for medical

graduates, it needs to be determined whether these competencies are adequate for other health

workers as well eg. physiotherapists, occupational therapists.

1t,
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8. CONCTUSIO.N

Human Resource Development for the National Health System in South Africa is still very much in

its infancy stages. There have been numerous assessments of the human resource capacity in the

health sector which have higlrlighted the inappropriateness of training provided by medical

rnstrtutlons

Recent documentation on the National Qualifications Framework has identified an outcomes -

based education framework where curriculum developers work backwards from agreed desired

outcomes and clearly state what the learner should be able to demonstrate an understanding of and

apply appropriately. Competence then results from the integration of a number of specific

outcomes. This study builds onto this process, in that it identifies specific competencies which

represent the core competencies that medical graduates should be able to demonstrate upon

completion of their basic training in order to provide health care at the district level.

It is also important that medical schools need to look at where they locate themselves in relation to

the continuum ofteaching; from the traditional to the more innovative approaches. With the

changing needs in society it is clear that traditional teachhg methods do not adequately equip

doctors with the necessary skills and competencies in order to meet the challenges of health care.

This would ensure that medical graduates are suitably qualified and appropriately trained in order to

meet the continuously changing health needs ofthe people ofthis country.

fI.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXIT COMPETENCIES REOUIRED BY HEALTH PERSONNEL, WHO
HAVE COMPLETED THEIR BASIC TRAINING, TO IMPLEMENT THE NATIONAL HEALTH
SYSTEM AT DISTRICT LEVEL.

QUESTIONNAIRE: RECENT GRADUATES

Wheredidyoucompleteyourundergraduate/basictraining?

When did you graduate? When did you start working here?

Scenario introduction
A. Would you have managed Joseph differently? lf yes, how would you have managed him?
B. ldentify the factors that you think contributed to Joseph developing TB.
C. Who, outside of the immediate health team would you need to liaise with in orderto manage
Joseph's case?

The following questions have been designed to ascertain the nature of your undergraduate
health science programme.

1. Public health policy
How important do you think knowledge of public health policy is for your work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate curriculum cover policies of public health?

very well adequately not enouqh not at all

What do you understand by the National Health Plan?

2. The district-based health system
How important do you think knowledge of the district-based health system is for your work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate cuniculum coverthe district-based health system?

very well adequately not enough not at all

What do you understand by the District Health System?

1
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3. Common causes of iil-heatth
How important do you think knowledge of the most common causes of ill-health is for your work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate cuniculum cover the most common causes of ill-health?

very wgll adequately not enough not at all

state the three most common causes of ill-health in the westem cape.

4. Counselling methods
How important do you think knowledge of counselling methods is for your work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate cuniculum cover the methods of counselling required in health
care?

rery well adequately not enough not at all

What are the various methods that you would use to counsel a patient about HlV, both prior to and
after testing?

5. Social dynamics & community structures
How important do you think knowledge of the relationship between health and social dynamics and
community structures is for your work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate cuniculum cover the relationship between health and the social
dynamics and structures of a community?

very well adequately not enough not at all

What, i

impact
in your opinion, are the most significant ways in which social dynamics & community structures
on health?

2
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6. Preventive & promotive health issues
How important do yrou think knowledge of preventive and promotive health issues is for your work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate cuniculum cover preventive and promotive health issues in
communities?

-vqy well adequately not enouoh not at all

ln your daily work, what are the most important promotive & preventive health issues that arise &
how can they best be dealt with by the district health team (with respect to Joseph)?

7. Referral patterns
How important do you think knowledge of refenal channels for patients is for your work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate curriculum cover pattems of refenal?

-Very,,t4]l adequately not enouqh not at all

How would
(MDRTB)?

you deal with a patient who has a persistent cough that is unresponsive to treatment

8. Functions of the district health team
How important do you think knowledge of the functions of the district health team is for your work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate curriculum cover the functions of the district health team?

very well adequately not enough not at all

What is the constitution of the district health team?

Who should head the district health team & why?

3
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9. lntersectoral dynamics & coltaboration
How important do you think knowledge of the web of roleplayers that influence health is for your
work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate cuniculum cover the web of roleplayers that influence health, in
particular those outside the formal health system?

rery well adequately not enough not at all

ldentify significant roleplayers outside the formal health system who have influence over the health of
the communities that you serve?

10. Conflict: dynamics & resolution
How important do you think knowledge of the dynamics of conflict & methods of conflict resolution is
for your career?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate cuniculum cover the dynamics of conflict & methods of conflict
resolution?

very well adequately not enough not at all

Give an example of a confliclual situation that you
How did you deal with it then and how would you d

have experienced between a doctor & a nurse
ealwith it now?

11. Ethics
How important do you think knowledge of the ethical dimensions of health care is for your work?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well did your undergraduate curriculum cover ethical issues in health care?

very well adequatelv not enouqh not at all

What principles guide your ethical decision-making?
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AN ANALYSIS OF
HAVE COMPLETE
SYSTEM AT DISTRICT LEVEL.

THE EXIT COMPETENCIES REQUIRED BY HEALTH PERSONNEL, WHO
D THEIR BASIC TRAINING, TO IMPLEMENT THE NATIONAL HEALTH

QUESTIONNAIRE: MANAGERS

Wheredidyoucompleteyourundergraduate/basictraining?

When did you graduate?

How long have you held a management position tor? _
1. Public health policy
How important do you think it is for recent graduates working in your service to understand public
health policy?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well do the recent graduates in your service demonstrate an understanding of public health
policy?

very well adequately not enouqh not at all

2. The district-based health system
How important do you think it is for recent graduates to understand the district-based health system?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well do recent graduates reflect an understanding of the district-based health system?

q

very well adequately not enough not at all

3. Counselling methods
How important do you think an understanding of counselling methods is for recent graduates?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well are recent graduates in your service able to counsel patients?

very well adequately not enouqh not at all

1
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4. Social dynamics & community structures
How important do you think it is foi recent graduates to have an understanding of the relationshipbetween hearth and sociar dynamics ano cimmuniiv iiru"tli"lz

very well adequately not e h not at all

How well do you think recent graduates take account of the relationship between heatth and thesocial dynamics and structures of a community?

5. Preventive & promotive health issues
How important do you think knowledge of preventive and promotive health issues is for recentgraduates in your service?

important unimportant

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well do recent graduates address preventive and promotive health issues in communities?

very well adequately not enough not at all

6. Referral patterns
How important do you think it is for recent graduates to understand referral channels for patients?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well do recent graduates make use of referrar networks?

very well adequately not enough not at all

7. Functions of the district health team
How important do you think an understanding of the functions of the district health team is for recentgraduates?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well do recent graduates reflect an understanding of the functions of the district health team?

very well adequatelv not enough not at all

2

useful, but not 
_-

essential
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8. lntersectoral dynamics & collaboration
How important do you think knowledge of the web of roleplayers that influence health is for recentgraduates? !

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well do recent graduates interact with the web of roleplayers that influence health, in particular
those outside the formal health system?

very well adequately not enouqh not at all

9. Conflict: dynamics & resolution
How important do you think an understanding of the dynamics of conflict & methods of confiict
resolution is for recent graduates?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well do recent graduates deal with conflictual situations?

very well ?dequately not enouqh not at all

What measures exist to deal with situations of conflict that arise in your service, e.g. between a nurse
and a doctor?

10. Ethics
How important do you think an understanding of the ethical dimensions of health care is for recent
graduates in your service?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well do recent graduates address ethical issues in health care?

very well aqequately not enough not at all

11. Management & supervision
How important do you think knowledge of the basic principles of management & supervision is for
recent graduates?

important useful, but not
essential

unimportant

How well do recent graduates reflect an understanding of the basic principles of management &
supervision in health care?

very well adequately not enouqh not at all

,(

3

tt
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too much enough too little

12. Settings of training
the cal ion of their und raduate do think

time is spent i n secondary / tertiary hospitals?

Ou the cal ion of their und raduate ramme do think

time is spent in community health centres / primary health care environments?

t

4

too much enough too little

r(
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4r.,,* ru F.c' A 3

AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXIT COMPETENCIES REQUIRED BY HEALTH PERSONNEL, WHO
HAVE COMPLETED THEIR BASIC TRAINING, TO TMPLEMENT THE NATIONAL HEALTH
SYSTEM AT DISTRICT LEVEL. !

QUESTIONNAIRE: HEALTH SCTENCE EDUCATORS

The following questions have been designed to ascertain the nature of your undergraduate
health science programme.

1. Public health policy
How important do you think it is for your graduates to understand public health policy?

important interesting, but not
essential

unimportant

How well does the undergraduate curriculum cover policies of public health?

'q

well uate not e h not at all

What do you understand by the National Health policy?

2. The district-based health system
How important do you think it is for your graduates to understand the district-based health system?

important interesting, but not
essential

unimportant

Howwelldoes the undergraduate curriculum coverthe district-based health system?

well uate not e h not at all

What do you understand by the District Health System?

1

rl.
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3. Counselling methods
How important do you think an understanding of counselting metnods is for your graduates?

important Interesting, but not
essential

unimportant

I"or:r*"" 
does the undergraduate curriculum cover the methods of counseiling required in health

very well adequately not enough not at all

what are the various methods that you would advise a student to use when counselling a patientabout HlV, both prior to and atter testingZ-

4. Social dynamics & community structures
How important do you think an understanJing of the relationship between health and social dynamicsand community structures is for your graOuatesZ

Howwelldoes the undergraduate curriculum coverthe relationship between health and the socialdynamics and structures of a communityi

important interest ing, but not
essential

unimportant

very well adequately not enough not at all

H[:,':ffi:t if;i'"", 
are the most significant wavs in which sociat dynamics & community structures

2

+l
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5. Preventive & promotive health issues
How important do you think knowledge of preventive and promotive health issues is for yourgraduates?

important nteresting, but not
essential

unimportant

How well does the undergraduate curriculum cover preventive and promotive health issues incommunities?

very well adequately not enough not at all

what are the most important promotive & preventive health issues that you equip students to dealwith?

6. Referral patterns
How important do you think it is for your graduates to understand referral channels for patients?

important tn teresting, but not
essential

unimportant

How well does the undergraduate curricurum cover patterns of referrar?

very well adequatelv not enough not at all

How would you advise a student to make use of their referrar networks
who has a persistent cough that is unresponsive to treatment (MDRTB)

when presented with a patient
?

7. Functions of the district health team
How important do you think an understanding of the functions of the district health team is for yourgraduates?

important interesting, but not
essential

unimportant

How well does the undergraduate curriculum cover the functions of the district health team?

very well adequately not enough not at all

rl
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8. lntersectoral dynamics & coltaboration

xr::J:l33lant 
do vou think knowledge of the web of roteptayers that influence heatth is for your

important I nteresting, but not
essential

unimportant

very well adequately not enough not at all

How well does the undergraduate curriculum cover the web of roleplayers that influence health, inparticular those outside the formal health system?

who' in your opinion would be the most significant roleplayers outside the formal health system whohave influence over the hearth of the communities that'your graduates serve?

9. Conflict: dynamics & resolution
How. important do you think an understanding of the dynamics of conflict & methods of conflictresolution is for your graduates?

important nteresting, but not
essential

unimportant

How well does the undergraduate curriculum cover the dynamics of conflict & methods of conflictresolution?

very well adequately not qnough not at all

How are students advised to handle conflictual situations, for example between a doctor & a nurse?

10. Ethics
How important do you think an understanding of the ethical dimensions of health care is for yourgraduates?

important interesting, but not
essential

unimportant

How well does the undergraduate curriculum cover ethical issues in health care?

very well adequatelv not enough not at all

what the guiding principles that students are taught to use in their ethical decision-making?

L\
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11. Management & supervision
How important do you think knowledge of the basic principles of management & supervision is foryour graduates?

important nteresting, but not
essential

unimportant

How well does the undergraduate curriculum cover basic principles of management & supervision inhealth care?

very well adequately not enough not at all

12. Settings of training
Duri the ctical rtion of the und raduate mme do u think

time is spent in secondary / tertiary hospitals?

Durin the rtion of the unde te ramme do u think

time is spent in community health centres / primary health care environments?

13. Role models
Do you see it as part of your duty to serve as a role-model or mentor for your students?

too much enough too little

too much enough too little

I

!l
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ANNEXURE B

TABTE OF ANATYSIS OT INTERVIEWS . GRADUATES

I. PUBLIC HEATTH POTICY

2. DISIRICT - BASED HEATTH SYSTEM

Importance

11ll

Covered in Curr

2334

Comments

o the general move in health care is to look at principles of

primary health care and no longer in terms ofwestern

methods

o I know what I read in the Burger and that's basically it

o if the clinics have these problems they send them to

secondary hospitals

o unless you are interested to find out about them ( public

health issues ) they are not covered fully

o it basically puts health into a broader perspective

o its the move to PHC, more clinics, a greater focus on

prevention

Importance

llll

Covered in Curr

2344

Comments

o we are only taking patients from certain districts

o it prepares you conceptually for how the system works but

not practically

o you can only leam in the distria you are placed

o the Western Cape has been divided into hedth districts and

there is s referral system within the districts

o it is specific geographic areas with a community health

centre ( CHC ) in each distria
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3. COMMON CAUSES OF ILt HEATTH

Importance

llll

Covered in Curr

123 3

Comments

r TB, HfV, gastro

o STD's

o asthma

. poor nutriitiorq living conditions and levels of education

4. COUNSETTING METHODS

Importance

1ll1

Covered in Curr

1344

Comments

o tell them what the disease is, what is going to happen to

them

o ifthere is a social problerq get them to a social worker

o methods usedto counsel patients with HIV inlcude:

determine how many sorual partners they have had in the

past year, have they been using barrier contraceptiog do

they have the support offamily and friends

r tell them how the disease ( Hrv ) is spread such as sexual

contact, needle stick injuries

. you need to inform them ofthe stages ofthe disease

o explain to the patient the pathogenesis ofthe disease, the

effect on healtb the implications, social prejudice
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5. SOCIAT DYNAMICS AND COMMUNIW STRUCTURES

Importance

ttt2

Covered in Curr

3344

Comments

o lou need to have knowledge ofthe extended family ( on

asking what the impact of social dynamics is on health )

o if yoy understand how they perceive health in their own

terms then you understand why they seek health care

o pov€rfy-, nutritiorq overcrowding, poor sanitation...these

things impact on the health of the patient

o if people are poor or unemployed and live in poverty with

poor sanitatiorq its a breeding ground for bugs

6. PREVENTIVE AND PROMOTIVE HEATTH ISSUES

Importance

llll

Covered in Curr

1333

Comments

o ( need to ) improve social circumstances / promote

employment, educate people around TB issues

o counselling, lifestyle habits, good nutrition

o presenting early ifyou are note well

o things like pamphlets, posters must carry messages about

the major diseases such as HfV / TB

o corilDunity structures should not be forgotten

o some important health issues to deal with include : gender

empowerment, family planning, HfV / STD'S, education

ofwomerl children
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7. REFERRAT PATIERNS

Importance

llll

Covered in Curr

2334

Comments

o ( referral pattems are ) essential to know about

o referral systems have already been established this year

o the patient would go from the local clinic after a few days

treatment to the TB hospital

o they go from the clinics to the day hospital to the TB

hospital, then they refer to tertiary care

. you don't get taught this kind of thing ( at medical

school )

. you need to protect the staffagainst TB as well

8. FUNCIIONS OF THE DISTRICT HEATTH TEAM

ttt2

Importance

3334

Covered in Curr

o ( the district health team ) it should really consist of

doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, dieticians

r it should not only be medical people, like school head

masters must be there, churches

o someone like a "burgemeester" ( mayor ), someone like a

community leader ( should head the distria health team )

o the team should consist of doctors, nurses, paramedics,

physio' s, occupational therapists, district sister

. someone with managerial skills should head the tearn; not

necessarily a doctor or nurse, a community leader can also

head the team

o The team should have a broad vision in health issues and

the things that impact upon them

Comments
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9. INTERSECTORAT DYNAi,IICS AND COLLABORATION

Importance

ttt2

Covered in Cun

3344

Comments

0 people like sports stars, school headmasters could have

an influence over the health ofthe communities that you

serve

people like engineers, teachers and parents ( could

influence communities )

church people, people at the school, district sisters and

personnel

I don't understand the questioq it is not clear

o

o

a

IO. CONFTICT DYNAMICS AND RESOTUTION

Importance

I t22

Covered in Curr

2444

Comments

o ( an example of a conflict situation ) it's especially with

older nursing staff.. when they feel they have more

experience.

o I would deal with the situation by keeping calm ...you

listen to her and give her time to explain her reasons...and

you explain yours

o I have asked the nurse to fetch glucagoq and she

responded by saying "that's not my job, the sister in the

patient's ward must get it". I responded by telling her she

must be able to treat all patients

o you learn alot about things after you graduate
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o I ordered an antibiotic without motivation, ; as this was

not strictly according to policy, the pharmacist responded

by becoming verbally abusive

. ( in order to deal with conflict ) it depends on who the

person is and the power relationship

o you must tell people if they are being unprofessional eg

swearing and laziness

. you must understand the other person's point of view

11. ETHTCS

lllt

Importance

2334

Covered in Curr

o I'd use my own principles...honesty, loyalty to your

patient and to being a doctor ( in response to a question as

to what principles guide the respondents ethical decision -

making)

o my upbringing had a greater influence and taught me

about confidentiality and privacy

o I don't have a huge knowledge of ethics but I think the

only way you can really guide yourself is by your own

value system

r if you start applying your own value system and start

getting judgemental, that's dangerous.

o I think the general principles that help you to be ethical

are ifyou have empathy, are non - judgemental

o you don't impose your value system on the patient

Comments

-
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Importance

I 222

Covered in Curr

3344

Comments

o it should be covered in the curriculum

o I would have liked more information

o Coopers and Lybrand ( auditing firm ) gave us a two

week course in management things

12. T ANAGEI,IENT AND SUPERVISON

I3. SEIINGS OF TRAINING

o Secondary lteniary:enough: 1l l,toomuch I

o primary: too liule: 2 ; enough . I

I4. ROLE MODETS

o consultants that infleunced me: neurology specialist

o qualities that are required ....the ability to teach you things, not only academic but to remember

that there is a person behind the disease

o I admire people with good clinical skills with a big empahsis on being "human"

o because he ( the head of the cardiac department ) always has time for his patients ...and addresses

any problems that they may have
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TABLE OF ANALYSIS - EDUCATORS

I. PUBTIC HEATTH POLICY

Importance

l1l1

Covered in Curr

JJJJ

Comments

o basic principles are to model health system on the primary

health care

o vehicle is through the district health system

o redistribute resources in an equitable way, improve

access, enable to make decisions at a level where it makes

a difference

r basic principles are those of equity, access, appropriate

levels of care , primary health care approach

o it's overcoming fragmentation of the health system and

establishing a national social health insurance system

2. DISTRICT - BASED HEATTH SYSTEM

Importance

llll

Covered in Curr

2333

Comments

o it is not integrated with sixth year disciplines which are all

hospital based

o need a problem based learning as students are reluctant to

focus on any area that does not develop clinical skills

despite finding exposure to PHC meaningful . I don't

think we will succeed until we move to problem - based

approach
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r the district health system promotes equlty

o it is a geographically defined area with a defined

populatiorq single management

o there should be statutory community participation

o intersectoral participation is important

o it is difficult to practice as the distria health system has

not yet been set up, this impacts directly upon curriculum

development

o the best way to teach about the district health system is to

work in it

o there should alot of devolution to a single management to

co - ordinate and provide health care, both public and

private

r ideally it should be comprehensive health services

3. COUNSETTING METHODS

Importance

1111

Covered in Curr

2333

Comments

o mostly talking to the patient about the disease, its

consequences

. counselling can be a range ...from a brief l0 minute

encounter to full psycotherapy

r the fundamental principles would include communication

skills, brief interventional techniques, motivational skills,

o look at informational issues such as stigmatisatioq self -

image

o establish support systems, material issues
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4. SOCIAI DYNAI,IICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCIURES

Importance

lllt

Covered in Cun

223 3

Comments

o with regard to community strucrures, these are largely

political issues that impact upon policy and planning; there

are also NGO's ...they can have a major impact on health

because they are community based and theoretically have

closer links with the community

o basic services like water, sanitation . all impact on health

o it's kinda the interests of one goup vs. the interests of

another social group

o I'm having trouble with the words'social dynamics'.. this

question is not clear

o you need to clari$ this question

o there are courses that they get in their first year ( which

look at these issues )

. it's difficult to integrate general aspects of development

such as gender with the curriculum

o ]ou need to understand the composition of communities

o use different theories, such as social mobilisation which

divides society into 5 different structures

o there is a need to look at leadership within societies

5. PREVENTIVE AND PROMOTTVE HEATTH ISSUES

Importance

llll

Covered in Curr

2553

Comments

o There is a significant health promotion study that students

have to do ( at UCT )
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. There are two main areas usually not enough attention is

given to population - based health programmes, for

example cervical screening. The other main area is a focus

on an indMdual level... more lifestyle change and

behavioural change.

o There are two things: the broader population issues in

relation to housing, water ... and then there are indMdual

lifestyle issues like smoking, sexual behaviour etc.

o There should be some focus on environmental health and

occupational health

o students need to have a basic understanding ofthe Ottawa

Charter;they need to understand the planning cycle and

the setting of goals and objectives.

o We should look at health promotion not only as diseases

ofthe poor but also looking at diseases of afluence eg.

hypertensioq diabetes

o Issues such as policy, legislatioq eg. smoking ... and the

importance of involving the community.

6. RETERRAT PAIERNS

Importance

lllt

Covered in Cun

3334

Comments

o I'd say not enough... because students still train in tertiary

centres ... where patients are referred to them instead of

the other way around.

o ( a patient with multiple drug resistant TB ) will require

referral to a specialised centre

r Students don't work outside of hospital enough in the

community. From the clinic the person must be referred to

a regional hospital and then to a tertiary hospital
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0 The role model the student sees is a registrar who writes a

referral letter for a CVA ( cerebrovascular accident )

patient to the day hospital but they will receive zero

follow up.

o TB is a bad example for this questionnaire ( in response to

referral patterns ) because it is fairly definite. A better

example would have been a farm worker or the area of

child abuse.

o You need to look at it holistically... poor housing

conditions, access to health services, stigma and

counselling, dealing with employers, ensure compliance

7. TUNCTIONS OF THE DISTRICT HEATTH TEAi'I

Importance

t1t2

Covered in Curr

3444

Comments

o The district health system is not happening yet so we

are teaching theoretically. We must relate the theory to

practice and we must cover today's reality. This question

should really follow on from the previous question on

districts.

o Issues such as health management, community and

intersectoral links should be covered.

r Anyone with good management skills can head the distria

health tearn, not necessarily a doctor; although

implementing it would be easier if it's a doctor

o Someone with good management skills must head a

multidisciplinary team, not necessarily a doctor.

:
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8. INTERSECIORAL DYNAMICS AND COTTABORATION

Importance

rt12

Covered in Curr

JJJJ

Comments

o The local authorities, provincial govemment ( in response

to a question who would be the most significant role

players outside of the formal health sector )

o It is with these structures that job creatioq environmental,

water etc... are the main intersectoral agents

o NGO's, private commerce, industry are the main role

players

r Sectors like agriculture, educatiorq welfare, public

services such as housing, and electricity all impaa on

health

r Students from these disciplines should be involved re their

impact on health issues eg. poor housing can cause the

spread ofTB

o It is important to resolve the issue governance of the

districts

9. CONTTICT DYNAMICS AND RESOLUTION

knportance

It22

Covered in Curr

4444

Comments

o This needs to be a focus in future curricula

o There is a need to get an outside facilitator as these

conflicts are often about power

o Doctors are often perceived as "all powerfi.rl" but nurses

as "passive resistors"
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o fur exarnple . a doctor knew a patient with cancer who

was being neglected by a nurse. He was hesitant to

confront the nursing staffbecause they may take it out on

the patient

o One needs to leam to deal with your own emotions, need

negotiation skills, basic life skills

o I think it would probably be better to focus more on the

broader category of interpersonal and interstaff relations.

We do not teach our students basic labour and human

rights principles

o They must learn to understand the other person's

perspective. This often diftrsed the situation

o An example: say there are 50 patients waiting and you

find that the clinical nurse practitioner is just sitting there

doing nothing and you ask her to see some of the

patients; she'll probably tell you to go take a jump. You

then won't understand the principle that she will not see

them because she's not getting paid for it.

r0. ETHtcAr lssuEs

knportance

1111

Covered in Curr

JJJJ

Comments

o There are four ethical principles... do no harnL

confidentiality...gosh I can't remember all of them

o I think this is a major gap in students teaching... you can

teach students to analyse situations in the patients interests

o There is no relationship to human rights, no practical

application. It is decontextualised in the course.
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Importance

Lt22

Covered in Curr

3444

Comments

o Appropriate training in management needs to be given in

relation to your career choice

o Doctors and nurses should increasingly be placed in

managerial positions and be taught these skills

o We need basic principles within the undergraduate

system

II. A,IANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION

I2. SETIINGS OF IRAINING

secondary/tertiary : toomuch : I 1 I I
too little :

community health centres: too much :

toolittle:l l1

not enough: I

o Secondary levels are not running at present. The challenge is to separate secondary and tertiary

out

o Some students get exposure to community health workers and leam alot from them.

13. ROLE MODETS

o I like to mentor students who are going to contribute but I don't want to waste my time with

students who are not interested

o This should be the responsibility of every teacher. Students must see you doing what you teach

r Often it is also the people that inspires them and what kind of role models they are.

o Students are often inspired to choosing a career by a particular role model.
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TABTE OF ANATYSIS - MANAGERS

I. PUBTIC HEATIH POLICY

Importance

ll

Covered in Cun

34

Comments

o This is recent policy that has been introduced. The present

( newly revised ) 46 year curriculum at UCT better

prepares students for this; but they haven't yet come

ttrough

o We are making staffanxious when we say that they need

training in every field - it's demoralising them

r We have become multi - disciplinary but we still have

dedicated services within the system

2. DISTRICT BASED HEATTH SYSTEM

Importance

l3

Covered in Curr

t4

Comments

o I think they ( the graduates ) should know at least the

process ttrough which we are going and the concept as to

why its going to be a much better service.

o It's more addressing the needs of a particular kind of

community or setup

o Ofthe 3 or 4 graduates who started here, they do not

really understand the district health system
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3. COUNSETUNG

Importance

1l

Covered in Curr

JJ

Comments

o First find out what he knows, make sure he understands

what HIV is and find out the significance of a positive

test, and what he will do if it turns out to be positive, and

what preventative measure is he going to use

r Find out how is his lifestyle after he finds out he is positive

o Also his family situatiorl his setup in the work situation

4. SOCIAT DYNAAAICS AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURES

No comments

5. PREVENTIVE AND PROi,IOTIVE HEALTH ISSUES

Importance

ll

Covered in Curr

JJ

Comments

o It's never enouglq they just don't know

o The most important hedth issues : we do preventive

screening but not sufficiently, we do patient informatioq

we try to address that

o There's alot of one on one in the CDL clinics...both

doctors and nurses when the nurses are available
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6. INTERSCTORAT DYNAMICS AND COLTABORATION

lmportance

l1

Covered in Cun

34

Comments

o Role players include : environmental, housing inspectors...

because those problems need to be addressed. Also

important are NGO's, GP's, gangs, sports bodies can also

assist with the youth

o Schools are also important, we had the school principles

but they faded away after a while

7. REFERRAL PATTERNS

Importance

ll

Covered in Curr

44

Comments

o The referral patterns have not really been worked out

properly so it is difrcult to expect them to know it at this

stage

o In the metro region it has only been in the past couple of

months that some sort of referral network has been sorted

out

o They will quickly find out more from the senior doctor

and senior staff
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8. IUNCTIONS OF THE DISTRICT HEATTH TEAM

Importance

11

Covered in Curr

34

Comments

r There is a distria co - ordinating team of all the

providers. . . PAWC, City Counsellors, Metropolitan

Council, Regional Council

o In response to the question "who should head the district

team?": A district manager... it could be a non - medical

person

r It could be an administrative kind of person because

finance / budgeting parameters also need to be looked at.

9. INTERSECTORAT DYNAMICS AND COTTABORATION

Importance

1l

Covered in Curr

44

Comments

o I think they may be aware of all the roleplayers, but they

certainly do not interact with them

IO. CONTTICT DYNAMICS AND RESOTUTION

Importance

l1

Covered in Cun

JJ

Comments

o It depends on the personality of the doctor, we may have

to do groups where they can discuss it

o The doctor learns not to react, she becomes a listener in a

conflict situation

:
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r Some of them are able to handle it extremely well but

some ofthem don't and have real problems and take

longer to adjust to conflict situation

o [n response to the question "how are students advised to

handle a conflict situation?": There are no formal

measures that exist. There is no conflict resolution

procedure. . . in conflict situations between staff members

there are no measures in place

I l. ETHTCS

12. MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION

Importance

t1

Covered in Curr

JJ

Comments

o I think it's an ongoing thing that they pick up along the

way with you

o This is a constant ongoing thing ... it gets discussed so

resolutions come out when the problem occurs

o Problem solving in that manner brings up iszues like

confi dentiality or whatever

Importance

ll

Covered in Curr

44

Comments

o I think it's very important to include ( in the

undergraduate curriculum )
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I3. SETTINGS OF TRAINING

secondary lteniary. too much : I I
community health centres : too little : 3 3

14. ROIE MODETS

o Yes, I think this is definitely part of our role
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JOSEPII'S STORY

Joseph was a )'oung man u'ho lived in a shack on the outskirts of a large metropolitan citl'. Ten people
lived in the shack rvhich only had tri'o rooms. ln rainl' x'eather the shack got ver)'damp and cold and
they all had to huddle together for *'armth. Tri'o of the men in the shack coughed a lot and kept the
others au'a}ce at night. Joseph had moved a ferv months previousll'as he had heard that there rvas lots
of ri ork in the citl'. Joseph needed a job so that he could send mone)' to his home in the Transkei. The
rains had not been good for the previous three seasons and food rvas short. His father had gone offto
look for u'ork in the mines t\r'o )'ears ago. The family' had not heard from him since. His mother rvas
struggling to feed the familv (Joseph had four )'ounger brothers and sisters). Joseph had tried to find
rvork in a nearbl' toun and in Umtata rrithout any luck. A relative had told him of a cousin rvho rvas
living in the ci5'rvho might be able to help him find a job.

Joseph had arrived in the ciq'r+ith ven' little money'. His cousin had agreed to lct him live in the shack
until Joseph could find his orrn accommodation. He had told Joseph x'here he could try and find work
but this *'as difficult to come b1'. He had managed to find the odd casual job but this did not bring in
enough mone)' to feed himself let alone send to his famil1,. He got very thin and rvas ahvays hungry.
About tu'o months after he had arrived he started to cough. At first he ignored it as he rvas so busy
looking for w'ork, but it got rvorse and \\'orse. He decided to see a traditional healer *'ho lived nearby.
The healer gave him some muti but this did not help and the cough got \\'orse.

In the meantime, he heard of a builder rvho *'as looking for labourers for a large project which lvould
talie a couple of 1'ears to complete. He scraped together enough mone)' for the busfare to go and appl,r
for a job rrith the builder. The builder looked at him and asked if he *'as rvell as he did not \vant any
sick rvorkers on site. Joseph suppressed his coughing and said he rvas fine. The builder told him to
report for u'ork the following week on Mondal'. Joseph \\'as so huppy that he had found a job at last.
He decided hc had bener go to the clinic and see the doctor about his cough before he started rvork.

Joseph \\'ent to the local clinic the next dar'. He rvaited a long time. They' took an X-ra1' of his chest
and asked him to cough and spit into a little bonle. The doctor told him that he probabll'had TB but
that they could only be sure once thel'had tested the contents of the little bottle. He told Joseph to
come back the follouing rveek for the results. He said they' rrould start him on pills if he had TB.
Joseph hardll' heard ri'hat the doctor rvas saf ing he u'as so shocked - he knes' that people could die
from TB. He managed to reply that he x'ould not be able to come as he u'as to start rvork the nexl n'eek
and the clinic u'as only'open during the da;-. Thc doctor $rote a lefter for Joseph to take to his
employer explaining the siruation. On the s'a1'home Joseph remembered ri'hat the builder had said
about not *'anting sick rvorkers on site. \ltrat rl'as he going to do? He could not let the builder knorv
that he u'as sick but the cough rvas gefting \\'orse and perhaps the pills rvould help.

Joseph started rvork the nerl rveek - it rvas hard u'ork, digging and carrying heavl'loads. Any'exertion
seemed to bring on a coughing fit and he got tired so easilr'. Somehoiv he managed to get tfuough the
rveek. Ther' finished rvork earl1, on Fridal' and he hoped to get to the clinic before it closed. Horvever,
he had to s'ait a long time for a tasi and got to the clinic very late. The nurse lvas angry with him for
arriving so late and said he must come back on l{onday'to see the doctor - she rvas not allorved to give
him the pills. Joseph left feeling ven'depresscd. the other people in the shack *'ere starting to
complain about his coughing and he rvas feeling I'ery sick. He decided that he had befter go back to the
clinic on the lvlondal'. When he got home, horvever, there rras a letter from his mother saying that his

)'oungest brothcr was ven'ill and that she needed mone)'to pa)'for the transport to the hospital in
Umtata. The relative rvho had brought th,,. lefter u'as going back after the rveekend so Joseph gave him
nrost of his \\'agcs. His visit to the clinic rvould have to rrait until he had eamed enough mone)'to help
his mother.
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So Joseph battled on at rvork for another few months, gefting thinner and rveaker. The cough got rvorse
and he struggled to breath. He sent most of his earnings to his mother and just lived on bread and
water. One moming he u'as so *'eak he could hardll.rvalk and his cousin insisted that he go to the
clinic. Joseph did not have the energ),to argue. He had to rvait until the afternoon to see the doctor.
The doctor \\'as very angry that Joseph had not been started on treatrnent. He scolded Joseph for not
coming back earlier. He also scolded the sister for not going to fetch Joseph at his home. The sister
said that thel'rvere understaffed and could not cope uith the patient load at the clinic let alone home
visits. Besides it rvas dangerous to do home risits in the area that Joseph lived. The doctor told Joseph
that he was very ill *ith TB and that he x'ould have to go to hospital for a u,hile.

After a month in hospital Joseph felt much better. He began to u'orr1'about his famill'and asked if he
could leave the hospital. The doctor agreed but said that he *'ould have to take pills for another 5

months. He rvould have to fetch these at the clinic every da1'or they could arrange for him to get them
at u'ork. Joseph said that he u'ould go to the clinic as he did not rvant the builder to knorv that he ri'as
sick. The next da1' after collecting his pitls at the clinic he lvent back to rvork. There he discovered that
the builder had employed someone else in his place. Joseph tried to explain to the builder u'hat had
happened and gave him a letter that the hospital had given him for his enrplol'er. The builder said he
was sorry but he could not help Joseph.

So Joseph started looking for rvork again. It *'as diffrcult because he first had to go to the clinic for his
pills and by' the time he got to the x'ork places alljobs had been taken. He stopped going to the clinic
and eventually'found another job. After nvo months he began coughing again. One night he coughed
up blood. He got really w'orried and decided to go to the clinic the next day'. On his u'a,r'there he
coughed up a lot of blood. This time it did not stop. He rvas sent to hospital u'here they did rvhat they
could for him but it rvas too late - he died a ferv hours later.
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